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Abstract. In this paper, using a power series methodology a design procedure applicable to 
analytic nonlinear plants is described . The technique used is a generalization of the linear HOC> 
theory. In contrast. to previolls work on this topic (lIndiana J. Math., 36 (1987), pp. 693-7091. 
rOper. Theory Adv. Appl., 41 (1989), pp . 255-277]' [SIAM J. Control Optim., 27 (1989), pp. 842­
860]), the authors are now able to incorporate explicitly a causality constraint into the theory. In 
fact, it is shown that it is possible t.o reduce a causal optimal design problem (for nonlinear systems) 
to a cla.ssical interpolation problem solvable by the commutant lifting theorem [Harmonic Analysis of 
Operators on Hilbert Space, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1970], [The Commutant Lifitng Approach 
to Interpolation Problems, Birkhiiuser , Boston, 19901 . 
Key words. nonlinear systems, HOC> optimizat.ion, causality, commutant lifting theorem, inter­
polation theory, Volterra series 
AMS subject classifications. primary 47 A20, secondary 47 A99, 93B35, 93C05 
1. Introduction. In this paper, we continue our work on finding a suitable, 
implementable nonlinear extension of the powerful linear Hoc design methodology. In 
what follows, we will just consider discrete-time systems, even though the techniques 
elucidated below carryover to the continuous-time setting as well. 
Our approach is based on previous work ([14], [15]) in which we considered sys­
tems described by analytic input/output operators. A key idea here involved the 
expression of each n-linear term of a suitable Taylor expansion of the given operator 
as an equivalent linear operator acting on a certain associated tensor space, which 
allowed us to iteratively apply the classical commutant lifting theorem in designing a 
compensator. (Our class of operators includes Volterra series [9].) 
More precisely, in such an approach we are reduced to applying the classical 
(linear) commutant lifting theorem to an H2-space defined on some Dn (where D 
denotes the unit disc). Now when we apply the classical result to D n (n 2': 2), 
even though time-invariance is preserved (that is, commutation with the appropriate 
shift), causality may be lost. Indeed, for systems described by analytic functions on 
the disc D (these correspond to stable, discrete-time, one-dimensional (lD) systems), 
time-invariance (that is, commutation with the unilateral shift) implies causality. 
For analytic functions on the n-disc (n > 1) this is not necessarily the case. For 
dynamical system control design and for any physical application, this is, of course, a 
major drawback for such an approach. (The compensators we obtained were "weakly 
causal" and causal approximations were discussed.) 
Hence for a dilation result in H2(DH) we must include the causality constraint 
explicitly in the set-up of the dilation problem. It is precisely this problem that moti­
vated the mathematical operator-theoretic work of [16] and [13], which incorporated 
Arveson theory [1] into the dilation, commutant lifting framework . 
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While the general method explicated in this paper is based on a causal exten­
sion of the commutant lifting theorem, for the purposes of the operators and spaces 
that appear in control we will give a direct simple method for finding the optimal 
causal compensators. In fact, we will show that the computation of an optimal causal 
nonlinear compensat01- may be reduced to a classical interpolation pmblem. 
We now briefly outline the contents of this paper. In §2, we define causality and 
time-invariance as applied to analytic mappings. We show in particular that while 
in the linear case, time-invariance and boundedness imply causality, this is not true 
in general in the nonlinear setting. In §3, we formulate the causal optimization prob­
lem to be studied. In §4, we discuss the Fourier representation of certain Hilbert 
spaces, a technique that we apply throughout the paper. In §5, we prove the main 
theoretical result of this paper in which we show how to reduce a causal optimization 
problem to a problem solvable via the classical commutant lifting theorem [25]. This 
is summarized in a computational algorithm in §§6 and 7. Sections 8 and 9 are then 
concerned with our formulation of the nonlinear generalization of the H oo sensitivity 
minimization problem, which is then solved via a causal iterative commutant lifting 
method in §10. Section 11 is devoted to a natural control interpretation of our op­
timization procedure, while §12 is connected to computational aspects of our work, 
namely a nonlinear notion of rationality that reduces our work to finite-dimensional 
skew Toeplitz calculations. We illustrate our methods with an example in §13 , and 
finally in §14, we make some concluding remarks. 
We conclude this section by noting that there have been other approaches to 
nonlinear HOO. These include a nonlinear commutant lifting theorem [3], [4], and a 
very promising nonlinear game-theoretic approach [7] as well as a nonlinear version 
of Ball-Helton theory [6], and the recent work in [26]. 
Once again, we will just consider discrete-time systems in what follows. 
2. Causal analytic mappings. In this section, we will define the class of non­
linear input/output operators that we will study in this paper. To do this, we will 
first need to discuss a few standard results about analytic mappings on Hilbert spaces. 
See [3], [4], [14], [15], [21] and the references therein for complete details. 
Let 9 and H denote complex separable Hilbert spaces. Set 
(the open ball of radius ro in 9 about the origin). Then we say that a mapping ¢ : 
Bro (9) ~ H is analytic if the complex function (Z1,' .. ,zn) ~ (¢(Zlgl + . .. + zngn), h) 
is analytic in a neighborhood of (1,1, ... ,1) E C n as a function of the complex 
variables Z1, ... , Zn for all gl, ... ,gn E 9 such that IIg1 + ... + gn II < r 0, for all h E H, 
and for all n > O. 
We will now assume that ¢(O) = O. It is easy to see that if ¢ : Bro (9) ---> H is 
analytic, then ¢ admits a convergent Taylor series expansion ([21 , p . 97]) , i.e., 
¢(g) = ¢1(g)+ ¢2(g,g) + .. . + ¢n(g,·· · ,g) +"', 
where ¢n : 9 x . .. x 9 ---> H is an n-linear map. Clearly, without loss of generality we 
may assume that the n-linear map (91,'" ,9n) ---> ¢(91 , .. . ,9n) is symmetric in the 
arguments gl, ... , gn ' This assumption will be made throughout this paper for the 
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Now set 
Then ¢n extends in a unique manner to a dense set of 9®n := 90 ... 09 (tensor 
product taken n times). Note by 9®n we mean the Hilbert space completion of the 
algebraic tensor product of the 9's. Clearly if ¢n has finite norm on this dense set, 
then ¢n extends by continuity to a bounded linear operator ¢n : 9®n ~ H. By abuse 
of notation, we will set ¢n := ¢n' (Recall that an n-linear map on G x G x ... x G 
(product taken n times) becomes linear on the tensor product 9®n. For details about 
the construction of the tensor product, see [2, pp. 24-271.) 
We now recall the following standard definitions. 
DEF[N[T[ON 1. (i) Notation as above. By a majorizing sequence for the analytic 
map ¢, we mean a positive sequence of numbers an n = 1,2, ... such that II¢nll < an 
for n 2: 1. Suppose that p := lim sup an 1/71 < 00. Then it is completely standard that 
the Taylor series expansion of ¢ converges at least on the ball Br (9) of radius T = 1/P 
([21, p. 97]). 
(ii) If ¢ admits a majorizing sequence as in (i), then we will say that ¢ is ma­
jorizable. 
Let HJ( (Dn) denote the standard Hardy space of C[( -valued analytic functions 
on the n-disc Dn (D denotes the unit disc) with square integrable boundary values. 
We set HJ( := HJ«(D) and and H2 := Hf. We denote the shift on H'k(Dn) by S(n)' 
Note that S(n) is defined by multiplication by the function (Zl ... z71)' On Hl( we set 
S(l) =: U (U is given by multiplication by z). 
We now consider an analytic map ¢ with 9 = H = H~. Note that 
(1) 
where we map 1 0 ... 0 z 0 ... 0 1 (z in the ith place) to Z'i, i = 1" .. , n. Clearly, 
Sen) corresponds to u®n under this identification, 
We will identify ¢n as a bounded linear map from H'k(Dn) ~ H~ via the canon­
ical isomorphism (1). Then we say that ¢ is time-invariant if 
(2) 
(We will also say each ¢n is time-invariant.) Equivalently, this means that U¢ = ¢oU 
on some open ball about the origin in which 1> is defined. 
Now set 
P (j) '- I sj S*j j2:1, n2:1.(71)'- - (71) (71)' 
Note 
p(j) := p/N = 1- UjU*j. 
Then we say that ¢ is causal if 
p(j) A. = p(j) A. p(j)(3) 'Pn 'Pn (71)' j2:1, n2:1. 
(We also say each 1>71 is causal.) Equivalently, 1>71 : H'k(Dn) ~ H~ is causal if for 
F(Zl, ... ,zn) E Hl«Dn), 
F(Zl,' .. ,zn) = L Fil,,, , ,'il. Z~l . .. z,;;', ¢n(F)(z) := L jm zm , 
it , ... ,in ~o m~O 
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each Im only depends on 
This means that for 
F(Zl,··.,Zn)= L Fil ... .. i"Z~I . .. Z:;', 
max{ i l , . .. ,in}~m 
we have that 
(4) 
We would now like to discuss the relationship between time-invariance and causal­

ity. For simplicity, we assume k = 1, i.e., we work with single-input/single-outpl.lt 

(SISO) systems. Let 1; : H2 ~ H2 be linear and time-invariant (i.e ., intertwines with 

the shift). Then it is easy to see that cp is causal. Indeed, qJU = U (p implies 

umu*mcpumu*m = Umu*"numcpU*m 
= UnI1;U*m 
= cpUmU*m, 
which immediately implies 
that is, cp is causal. 
In the nonlinear setting however, time-invariance may not imply causality. As a 
concrete example, let CPo : (H2) ®2 ~ H2 be a linear operator such that U®2cpo = q)oU , 
defined by 
(CPo(f (3) g))(z) := L
00 










cp(f) := CPo(f 0 I), 
Then cp is an analytic, time-invariant map. (In fact cp is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree 2.) But cp is not causal. Indeed, 
(p(l)cp(f))(z) = 2hfo + f6, zED 
(p(l)cp(Pg}f))(z) = f6, zED. 
Thus p(l)¢(f) =I- p( l )¢(Pg} f), for example for I(z) := 1 + z for zED, (Note that 
under the identification (1), Pg} corresponds to p( 1) 0 p( 1) . ) 
be to 
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3. Causal optimization problem. One of the key techniques in this paper will 
be to reduce a nonlinear generalization of the Hoo sensitivity minimization problem 
to a series of linear causal optimization problems. (This will be done in §§8-10 below.) 
In this section, we will formulate this new causal problem. 
As above, we let S(n) denote the unilateral shift on HJ( (Dn) given by multiplica­
tion by (zJ ... zn). Since Hi«Dn) will be fixed in the discussion we will let S := S(n)' 
As above, U will denote the unilateral shift on H~ given by multiplication by z, and 
8 E H~/,; will be an inner k x k matrix-valued Hoo function (i.e., a k x k inner matrix 
with entries H oo scalar functions). Finally lV : HJ«(Dn ) --> H~ will denote a causal, 
time-invariant bounded linear operator (in the sense of (2) and (3) above). 
We can now state the causal Hoo-optimization problem (COP): Find 
(5) (J := inf{111V - 8QII : Q : H7«(D n ) --> Hl, Q causal, time-invariant}. 
Moreover, we want to compute an optimal, causal, time-invariant Qopt such that 
(6) 	 = IllV - 8Qoptll·(J 
If we drop the causality constraint the solution to problem (5) is provided by the 
classical commutant lifting theorem [25]. With the causality constraint, the solution 
to (COP) is abstractly provided by a causal commutant lifting theorem [16], [13]. 
In this paper, based on this work we will provide a simple solution to the problem 
(COP) without directly referring to the operator theoretic results of [16] and [13]. In 
fact, we will show how to directly reduce the computation of (J to a classical interpo­
lation problem handled by the ordillary commutant lifting theorem, a computational 
procedure for which was given in [14] and [15]. We will also describe how to get the 
corresponding optimal parameter Qopt. 
Our technique will be based on a reduction theorem stated in §5. To formulate 
this result, we will first discuss the Fourier representation, which we do in the next 
section. 
4. Fourier representation. In what follows we must use the Fourier represen­
tation 	of elements of HJ( (Dn). We refer the reader to [25] for all the details. 
We first precisely define all the relevant spaces. First we denote by 
f2(H7() := E9 Hkl 
i=l 
the Hilbert space of all column vectors 
(7) 	 f (z) = [Jd z ), 12 (z ), ... , fn (z), ...]' , 
(' stands for tranpose) such that 




is finite. (II II is our generic symbol for a Hilbert space norm (2-norm) as well as the 
induced operator norm. So for example in (8), it stands for the usual norm on Hi< 
as well as the associated norm on f2(H7( ).) Thus f2(HJJ is a vector-valued Hardy 
space. Indeed, if fez) is given by (7), then we may write 
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where each am is an infinite column vector with components in C 
K 
, and 
_ 1 [ (m) (m) ]'am - I fI (0), ... ,fj (0), .. . . 
m. 
Clearly, 
IIf\l2 = L l\am \l2. 
m.=O 
Conversely, if J(z) E e2 (Hy<) is given in the form (9) for 
am = [and, .. . ,amj, ...]' , 
then f(z) can be written in the form (7), i.e., 
f(z) = [II (z), ... , fj(z), .. . ]', 
where 
00 
fj (z ) = L amjzTn. 
m=O 
In what follows, we will either use representation (7) or (9). The context should 
always make the meaning clear. 
Next we let S<p : e2 (HJ<) -+ e2 (HJ<) denote the unilateral shift defined by multi­
plication by z. Then the Fourier- representation of HJ< (Dn) is given by the (linear, 
bounded) operator 
which is defined by 
Frn ,1n , .. ,Tn 
F1TI , ... ;m,rn+1 
00 Fm, ...m+l,m+l 
( 10) 
where 
F · . zjl ... zJ"JI ,.· ·,J" 1 n , 
and (i l , .. · ,iT') E In for 
(11) 
We order the set In in the following manner. We have (i l , · .. , in) < (i~, ... ,<J, if 
maX{ 'tl, '" ,in} < max{i~, ... ,i~}. Thus 
I = U I(k) 














is an u 
(14) 
Indeed 
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where 
I.;;~) := {(iI, ... ,i.n) E In: max{iI, ... , in} = k}. 
Each 1;/;) is then ordered by the lexicographical order. 
Note that we are taking J(z) in the form (9) in the above representation. tvlore­
over, note that 
Hi«Dn ) = {F(Zl, ... ,zn) = L Fh ,... ,j"Zll ... z~n: L IIFjl ,... ,jnlI 2 < oo}. 
jl' '' ''j.,,~o jl,·· ·, j,,~O 
We can also wri te 
(12) J(Z) = [jo ,... ,o(z),JO, ... ,l(Z)"", Jil, ... ,i,.(Z)", .]', 
where 
00 
(13 ) J. . (z)·­ ~ F + ,' .,+',n zHl ,'/.l, .....I" .  tl m., ..• 
'In=O 
and (i 1, ... , in) E I'll' 
Next, it is easy to see that cp : Hl (D'H) ~ £2 (H1J is an isornetry. Indeed, using 
(10), (12), and (13), we have 
11<p(F)11 2 = IIJI1 2 
L II Ji l , ... ,i"l12 
il, .. ·, i"E!" 
il, ... ,inE!", 
A similar computation shows that the adjoint of <I> is also an isometry, so that <I> 
is an unitary operator. vVe next show that 
(14) 
Indeed , we see that 
jl ,.. · ,jl1~O 
00 
= L zm+l 
m=O 
= z<1?(F) 
= S4) <I>(F). 
Fol, ... ,m. 
FH1 •.. . ,1n,H1.+1 
Fm, .. .,m+l ,m+l 
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By (14), we see that if HI : HT«(D7l) -+ H~ is such that lVS = V1V, then the 
operator 1V<1>* : e2 (HT() -+ H~ satisfies 
(vV<I>*)S1> = l:VS<I>* = V(lV<I>*); 
that is, lV<I>* intertwines the shifts SiP and V. Conseqnently, it is standard (see, e.g., 
[12], or [25, p. 277]) that VV<I>* is represented by a row vector 
(15) [vVo, ....o(z), Wo ..... dz), ... , vVi\, ....'i,.{Z), ...J, 
for Cit, ... , 'in) E In. Specifically, for any 
we have 
(16) 
Vve will write that 
(17) 1V <1> * ~ [vVo.... ,0 ( z ), WO.... , 1 ( Z ), ... , Wi 1 , ... ,i" (z ), ... ], 
in the sense expressed by (15) and (16). 
We would like to make this representation a bit more precise now. Note that the 
action of 1V <I> * is determined by its action on 
ker S~ = {a E £2 (H"k) : a is a column vector wi th components in C f(}. 
(This follows from the fact that 
CX) 
e2 (HT() ~ EB S~(ker S~), 
j=O 
and that 1rV<I>* intertwines the shifts Sq> and V.) Thus we need only to compute the 
action of 1V on 
<I>*kerS~ = {F(ZI, ... ,Zn) E H;«(Dn): F(Zl"",Zn) = L Fil ... . . i'ILzil ... Z.;;~,}. 
il, .... i,..E/.,., 
(See (11) for the definition of In.) By linearity, 
w (i"~EI .. Fi",iJ;' ... z~,) L Fi1 .... ,i n 1V(z~1 ... z~'). 
il, ... . inEin 
So by (10) and (16) we have 
( 18) 
where 





if and onl~ 
where Wi~ 
Proof. 
all 'U E C k 
(I 
Thus 
for some ~ 
By th 





WI = W<l 
The contE 
Wen 
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The above discussion used only the time-invariance for IV. In the next propo­
sition, we will write down an explicit expression for the row vector of (18) and (19) 
associated with W <I> * in case W is causal. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let IV : H'k(Dn) ~ H'f be time-invariant. Then W is causal 
if and only if 
where W1~, ... ,in (z) E H kx [( (the space of k x J( matrix-valued HOO functions) . 
Proof. By definition, for all (il, ... ,in) E In with max{il, . . . ,i-n} = m, and for 
all v E C k , we have by the causality condition (4) that 
Thus 
for some IVi~, ... i" (z) E HkxJ(' as required. 0 
By the above discussion (in particular, Proposition 4.1), we see that for HI, 8 as 
in the (COP) problem (5), we have 
(J = inf {IIW - 8QII : QS = UQ, Q causal, time-invariant} 
= inf{IIW<I>* - 8Q<I>*II : (Qcp*)S'I> = U(Q<I>*),Q causal , time-invariant} 
= inf{IIWI - 8Ql11: W1,Q1: f2(Hl<) ~ H~, lVI = vVcp*, 
Q1 ~ [qO , ... ,o(z), zqO, .. . ,I(Z), ... , zQl, .. .,1,0(Z), z2 Qo , ... ,2(Z), .. .J}. 
From now on (unless explicitly stated otherwise), we will just work with the 
operators lVI, Ql : f2(H'k) --+ H'f. Essentially, via the unitary equivalence <I> , we 
are identifying the spaces H'k(Dn) and f2(HY<). In particular, we identify VV with 
WI = W<I>*, and Q with QI = Q<I>*. For simplicity of notation, we will denote 
The context should always make the meaning clear. 
We now translate the notions of causality and time-invariance for an operator 
W : f2(H'k) ~ H'f. We wi ll say that W is time-invariant if IVS<j) = UW, that is, 
W ~ [lVo, ... ,o(z), vVO, ... ,1 (z), ... , Vlii1, ... ,i ll (z), .. .J. 
Moreover, we say that W is causal if the operator W 1> : Hy< (Dn) ~ H~ is causal, 
which means (see Proposition 4.1) that 
HI ~ [W~, ... ,o(z), zW~, ... ,1 (z) , . .. , zlVf, .. . ,I,O(Z), z2W~, ... ,2(Z), . .. j, 
for some 
{Wi~, ... ,iJZ) E Hkxf( : (i l , .. · In) E In}. 
Motivated by the above discussion, for W : f2(Hl<) ~ H?c time-invariant and 
causal, we introduce the operator 
vVe ~ [Wo,,,.,o(z), W~, .. .,I (z), ... , l'Vr .. . ,1,0(z), lV~, ,, .,2(Z), . . . J 
(21) = [vVo, . . ,o(z), WO, .. . ,l(Z)/Z, . .. , vV1, ... ,1,O(Z)/z, WO,... ,2(Z)/z2, .. .J. 
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We conclude this section by noting that to solve the (COP) problem (5), we can 
equivalently solve the following problem: Given IV : C2 (Hy() ~ H~ time-invariant 
and causal as above, find 
(22) a = inf{llvV - 8QII : QS<p = UQ, Q causal}. 
Thus we must solve the optimization problem (COP) on the Fourier transformed 
operators. This we will show how to explicitly do via a reduction theorem in the next 
section. 
5. Reduction theorem. In this section, we formulate and prove our main result 
which will allow us to reduce the computation of a causal dilation to an ordinary one 
based on the classical commutant lifting theorem, i.e., interpolation in H=. In what 
follows H, K, Hi, i ~ 1 will denote (complex, separable) Hilbert spaces . 
To prove the result we will need two elementary lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A : K ~ H be a bounded linear operator, and let T and S* be 
isometries on Hand K, respectively. Then 
IITASII = IIAII· 
Proof By hypothesis, T*T = I, and SS* = I, and so 
IIAII2 = IIA* All = IIA*T*TAII 
= II(TA)(TA)*II = IITASS*(TA)*II 
= II(TAS)(TAS)* II = IITASII 2 , 
as required. 0 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 
= 




A(EB~lhi ) := L Aih i . 
i=l 
Further, let Ut be an isometry on Hi for i ~ 1. Then 
Proof Note that 
o 
However, if we set S := EB~lUi , by hypothesis S* is an isometry on EB~lHi, and so 
by Lemma 5.1, we are done. 0 
THEOREM 5. 
(23) a = inf{IIW 
(24) = inf {II [M 
[qo 
(25) = inf{IIW 
(Note in (24) the 
spaces Hand K , 
K.) 
Proof. The Sl 
equality (25), it i 
we have IInll = II 
Now since 
IInll =e: 
IIncll = e 
we need to prove 
1\ [wo, .. .,o( (), wo, ... , 
However, by Pro] 
where ICK is tl1E 
(rnax{i l , .. . ,i n } ICK 
6. Algorith 
discussion with a 
formance (], and 
First, llsing 
(26) 
(See equation (2 
This means that 
ized interpolatic 
We can SUIT 
(i) 	 Let W, 
W(Z~l . 
and th( 
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THEOREM 5.3 (Reduction theorem) . Notation as above. Then 
(23) (J = inf{lIlV - GQII} : QS = UQ, Q causal} 
(24) = inf{lllWo, ... ,o(z) - Gqo, ... ,o(z), z(VVo, ... ,dz) - GqO, ... ,l(Z)), . .. ]11 : 
[qo, .. . ,o(z), ... ,qi1, ... ,i,,(Z), ... ] E £(£2(Hi<),H~), (i1, ... ,in ) E In} 
(25) = inf{/lWe - GQII : QS = UQ}. 
(Note in (24) the norm is the operator norm in £(f2(H}), Hn. In general, for Hilbert 
spaces Hand K, £(H, K) denotes the space of bounded linear operators from H to 
K.) 
Pmof. The second equality (24) follows from Proposition 4.l. To prove the third 
equality (25), it is enough to prove that for any causal, time-invariant operator 
o ~ [wo, ... .o(z),WO, ... ,l(Z), ... ,Wi1, ... ,i,,(Z), ... J, 
we have IInll = line II· (See (21) above.) 
Now since 
/lOll =esssup{ll[wo, ... ,o((),wQ, ... ,d(), .. ·,wil, .. .,i,.((), .. ·]II: 1(1 = I}, 
II0cii = ess sup{lllwo, .. . ,o((),wo, .. .,l ((), . .. ,wt... ,i n ((), .. ·]11: 1(1 = I}, 
we need to prove that for any fixed ( E aD that 
II[wo, .. .,O((),WO, ... ,l((), . . . ,W'i1 , . . ,i,,((), .. ·]11 = II[WO, .. .,O((),WO, ... ,I(()'··· ,Wt... ,i.,((),·· ·]11· 
However, by Proposition 4.1, 
(I") _ e (()(rnax{i 1 , . . ,in}IWi1, .. .,i" "> - Wi1 ,.. . ,i" 	 C'<, 
where ICI< is the identity on C K . Hence by Lemma 5.2 with Hi := C K and Ui 
(rnax{i 1 , .. . ,i ll } Ic/( (i 2 1), we are done. 0 
6. Algorithm for computation of (J. We would like to summarize the above 
discussion with a high-level algorithm for the computation of the optimal causal per­
formance (J, and corresponding causal optimal interpolant Qopt in (5) and (6). 
First, using the notation of Theorem 5.3, let us denote 
(26) 	 (Jo := inf{ IPVc - GQII : QS = UQ}. 
(See equation (25).) Then Theorem 5.3 guarantees that 
(J = (Jo. 
This rneans that a causal optimization problem can be reduced to a classical general­
ized interpolation problem in Hex>. 
We can summarize the procedure as follows: 
(i) 	 Let W,G be as in (5 ). (Thus lV : Hi«Dn) -+ Hf here.) We compute 
W(Z~1 ... z;;,) where (i l , ... ,in) E In. 13y (18) and (19), we get 
W<I>* ~ [Wo, .. . ,o(z), WO, ... ,l(Z), ... , Wi1, ... ,i,,(Z), .. .J, 
and then by (20) we obtain the row matrix 
[Wo, oo .,O(Z), vVg, ... , 1 (z), . . . , VVic1, .. .,i n (z), .. .J. 
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(ii) The row matrix represents an operator (see (17)) life: £2(H'k) - Hr Let 	 PROP( 
n : H~ - H~ 8 8H~ denote orthogonal projection. Using skew Toeplitz 	 above (so 
theory 	([8], [17], [20]), we can compute the norm of the operator Let Be : t 
Be U = S<f> 
(27) 	 A(TtV,8) := nlVe · 
This norm is a, the optimal causal performance. 
(iii) Using 	the classical commutant lifting theorem and skew Toeplitz theory, we 
can compute the optimal dilation Be : e2(H'J,;) - H~ of A(vV, 8). Recall this Proof. 
means that as a colUIT 
Then we rWe can then write 
Then from (21), we can find the optimal causal dilation 
(for zED 
Note that B and Be are related as in (21), and similarly for Qopt,e and Qopt <1>*. 

Qopt : HJ((DH) - H~ is the optimal causal interpolant, i.e., 

a = 	 II ltV - 8Qoptll· However, 
In the next section, we will give an explicit procedure for the computation of 
Qopt in the S1S0 case. 
Thus IIAh
7. Maximal vectors and optimal dilations. We use the notation of the pre­
note that
vious section. We want to show how to compute the optimal dilation for 
(vVe are only considering S1S0 systems here.) almost ev 
Our discussion will be based on [15]' which generalizes a well-known result of 
Sarason [24]. We recall that a maximal vector of A, ho i= 0, is a vector such that 
IIAhol1 = IIAllllholl· 




Moreover, we set 
almost e' 
where n : H2 _ H2 8 8H2 denotes orthogonal projection. As above, U is the 
unilateral shift on H2, and S<f> denotes the shift on £2 (H 2 ). 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. Notation as above. Let A : e2(H2) ~ H2 88H2 be as 
above (so that AU = T A). S?tppose moreover that that A has a maximal vector 11,0' 
Let Be : £2 (fJ 2 ) ~ H2 be the minimal intertwin'tng dilat'ton of A, i. e., nBc = A, 
B eU = S.pBe) and IIAII = IIBcl l. Then if we let A := I\A112, we have that 
Ah* 
B e = o . 
Aho 
Proof. vVe sketch the proof following [15] . First, given ho E H, we represent ho 
as a column vector with components hj, j ~ 1 as above. Let 
Then we have that 
(for .z E D), and 
(Beho)( z ) = Lbj(z)hj(z) 
j~l 
IIB,I! = ess sup { (t, Ibj (()12) 1/2 : 1(1 = 1 } . 
However, 
Thus IIAhol1 2= IIBehol12, and since nBcho = Aho) we have that Aho = Bcho· Next 
note that 
almost everywhere, and 
L Ib j (e,;· t)1 2 :S A 
j ~ l 
(This follows from the fact that Allhol1 2 = IIBchoI12,) Using the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, the expression under the integral sign is nonnegative. Thus 
almost everywhere, which implies that 
L Ib j (eit )12 = A 
j ~ l 
I 
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almost everywhere, and 
almost everywhere for all j 2 1, and for some function ¢ E H2 satisfying 
Thus for 
we have 
almost everywhere, as required. 0 
Remarks. (i) As remarked above, from the optimal dilation Be, we can solve for 
Qopt,e via 
The optimal causal interpolant is then derived as described as in the last section. 
(ii) In some cases it may be more convenient to derive the optimal dilation from 
a maximal vector of A * . A similar proof to the one just given shows that 
(28) 
where hI E H2 e 8H2 is a maximal vector for A*. 
8. Nonlinear Control Problem. We will now describe the physical control 
problem in which we are interested. In our treatment that follows, we will add the 
causality constraint to the results of [15], and thereby derive a physically realizable 
nonlinear optimization procedure. First, we will need to consider the precise kind of 
input/output operator we will be considering. As above, H'fc denotes the standard 
Hardy space of Ck-valued functions on the unit disc. We now make the following 
definition. 
Then we sayan analytic input/output operator ¢ : H'fc H'fc is admissible if it --4 
is causal, time-invariant, majorizable, and ¢(O) = O. We denote 
C1 := {spa.ce of admissible operators}. 
Since the theory we are considering is local, the notion of admissibility is sufficient 
for all of the applications we have in mind. 
We now begin to formulate our control problem. Referring to Fig. 1, P represents 
a physical plant that we assume is modeled by an admissible operator. In our problem, 
we are required to design a feedback compensator C in such a way as to attentuate 
the effect of the filtered disturbances (filtered by the "weight" W) d. The unfiltered 
disturbances v are assumed to have energy (i.e., 2-norm) bounded by some fixed 
constant. This leads to following kind of mathematical problem. See [14] and [15] for 
more details. 
Let P, W denote admissible operators, with ltV invertible. Then we say that the 
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y 
Flc . l. Standard feedback configuration. 
C 0 (1 + Po C) -1 are well defined and admissible. vVe can show that C stabilizes the 
closed loop if and only if 
(29) C=qO(1-Poij)-l 
for some q E C/. (See [14], [15] and the references therein.) Note that the weighted 
sensitivity (1 + Po C) -loW can be written as W - Po q, where q := ij 0 W. This 
is precisely the operator relating the disturbance v to the output y. (Since W is 
invertible, the data q and ij are equivalent.) In this context, we will call such a q, 
a compensating parameter. Note that from the compensating parameter q, we get a 
stabilizing compensator C via the formula (29). 
As in [15]' the problem we would like to solve here is a nonlinear version of the 
classical disturbance attenuation problem. This corresponds to the "minimization" 
of the "sensitivity" W - P 0 q taken over all admissible q. To formulate a precise 
mathematical problem, we need to say in what sense we want to minimize W - Po q. 
This we will do in the next section, where we will propose a notion of "sensitivity 
minimization" which seems quite natural to analytic input/output operators. For the 
linear case of sensitivity minimization see [10], [18] and the references therein. 
9. Nonlinear sensitivity function. This section follows very closely the set-up 
of [15]. However, now we explicitly put in the causality constraint. 
We begin by defining a fundamental object, namely a nonlinear version of sensi­
tivity. We should note that while the optimal Hoo measure of performance is a real 
number in the linear case [18], the measure of performance that seems to be more nat­
ural in this nonlinear setting is a certain function defined in a real interval. This new 
kind of performance criterion is one of the keys concepts developed in [14] and [15]. 
See also §11 for a further analysis of the physical meaning of our nonlinear sensitivity 
function. 
To define our notion of sensitivity, we will first have to partially order germs of 
analytic mappings. All of the input/output operators here will be admissible. We 
also follow here our convention that for given cP E C/, cPn will denote the bounded 
linear map on the space (Hk)0n ~ H;{(Drt) (with K = kn) associated to the n-linear 
part of cP, which we also denote by cPn (and which we always assume without loss of 
generality is symmetric in its arguments). The context will always make the meaning 
of CPTi. clear. 
We can now state the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 2. (i) For lV, P, q E C{ (W is the weight, P the plant, and q the 
compensating parameter), we define the sensitivity function S( q), 
S(q)(p) := L pnll(lV - Po q)nll 
n=1 
for all p > 0 Sll.ch that the s'um con7Jcr.rJcs. Note that for fi.Ted P and lV, fOT each 
q E Cl, we get an associated sensit'ivity fnnction. 
(ii) 11fe write S(q) ~ S(ij), if there exists a Po > 0 such that S(q)(p) :::; S(ij)(p) 
for all p E [O,Po]. If S(q) ~ Sun and SUi) ~ S(q), we wr'ite S(q) ~ SUi). Tlu:s rneans 
that S(q)(p) = S(ij)(p) for all p > 0 sufficiently small, i.e., S(q) and Sun arc equal 
as germs of functions. 
(iii) If S(q) ~ S(ij), but S(ij) i S(q), we will say that q ameliorates ij. Note that 
this means S (q) (p) < S (ij) (p) fOT all p > 0 sufficiently small. 
Now with Definition 2, we can define a notion of "optimality" relative to the 
sensitivity function. 
DEFINITION 3. (i) qo E CL is called optimal if S(qo) ~ S(q) for all q E C1• 
(ii) We say q E C1 is optimal with respect to its nth term Gn, if for eveTY n-l'inear 
qn E CL, we have 
S(ql + ... + qn-l + qn + Gn+l ... ) ~ S(ql + .. . + qn-l + qn + qn+l + ... ). 
If q E C, is optirn.al with Tespect to all of its teTms, then we say that it 'is partially 
optimal. 
10. Iterative causal commutant lifting method. In this section, we discllss 
a construction from which we will derive both partially optimal and optimal compen­
sators relative to the sensitivity function given in Definition 2 above. As before, P 
will denote the plant, and W the weighting operator, both of which we a.ssume are 
admissible. We always suppose that PI (the linear part of P) is an isometry, i.e ., PI 
is a k x k inner matrix-valued Hoo function. (PI corresponds to e of §6.) 
We begin by noting the following key relationship: 
(111 - P 0 q) l = WI - L 
Not.e that once again for cb admissible, cPn denotes the n-linear part of ¢, as well as 
the associated linear operator on Hi( (Dn). 
We aTe now ready to formulate the iteTat'ive causal comnwtant lifting pmceduTe. 
Let IT : H~ ~ H~ e PIH~ denote orthogonal projection. Using t.he above (see (27)) 
we may choose ql causal such that 
Now given this ql, we choose a causal q2 such that 
Inductively, given ql, ... ,qn-l, set 
for n ~ 2. TI­
(31) 
Note tha 
by the n-line 
chosen previ< 
the procedlln 
takes place 0 
to finite mat· 
The folIc 
reader for th 
commutant I 
PROPOS 
q(1) E Cl. 
Next giv 
cedure to W 
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for 11, 2: 2. Then we may choose qn such that 
(31) 
Note that in each step of the procedure, the new "weight" Wn is determined 
by the n-linear part {IVn of the original weight, and the optimal causal parameters 
chosen previously (namely, ql, ... , qn-I)· The "plant" PI remains fixed throughout 
the procedure. Thus if PI is rational, the iterative causal commutant lifting procedure 
takes place on the fini te dimensional space Hle PI H~, and may therefore be reduced 
to finite matTix computations. This will be illustrated with an example in §13. 
The following facts can be proven just as in [14] a.nd [15L to which we refer the 
reader for the proofs. (See in particular [IS, pp. 849-8531.) First the causal iterative 
commutant lifting procedure converges: 
PROPOSITION 10.1. With the above notation, let q(1) := ql + q2 + . . .. Then 
q{l) E Cl. 
Next given any q E Cl, we can apply the causal iterative commutant lifting pro­
cedure to ~V - Po q. Now set 
Sc(q)(p) := L pnllA(Wn, Pdll· 
n=l 
Then we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 10.2. Given q E Cl , there exists q E Cl , such that S(q) == Sc(q). 
lvIoreover q may be derived from the causal iterated commutant lifting procedure. 
Moreover, as in [15] we have the following results . 
PROPOSITION 10.3. q is partially optimal if and only if S(q) ~ Sc(q). 
THEOREM 10.4. For given 	P and W as above, any q E Cl is either partially 
optimal or can be ameliorated by a partially optimal compensating parameter. 
Finally we have the following result. 
THEOREM 10.5. Let P and ltV be single-input/single-output admissible operators. 
If the linear part of P is rational, then the partially optimal compensating parameter 
qopt constructed by the iterated causal commutant lifting procedure is optimal. 
The proof of this last result is based on the uniqueness of the optimal interpolant 
in the case when k = I, and when the space H2 e PI H 2 is finite-dimensional. In fact, 
the conclusion of Theorem 10.5 remains valid under the hypotheses that the operators 
fI~Vj, j 2: 1 and fIPi , i 2: 2 are compact (and k = 1). See [15]. 
11. Control interpretation of iterated lifting. We would like to mention 
here what we believe to be a very natural way of looking at the optimization procedure 
discussed above. For convenience, we will only treat SISO systems here. 
We refer again to Fig. l. We consider the problem of finding 




where we assume all the operat.ors involved are admissible. Thus we are looking 
at a worst case disturbance attenuation problem where the energy of the signals v is 
required to be bounded by some prespecifiecl level o. (Of course in the linear case since 
everything scales, we can always without loss of generality take 0 = l. For nonlinear 
systems, we must specify the energy bound a priori.) Aga.in with the assumptions 
made in §8, we see that (32) is equivalent to the problem of finding 
(33) 	 /-16 = inf sup II(W - Po q)vll· 

qEC! Ilvll S6 

, 
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The iterated causal commutant lifting procedure gives an approach for approxi­
mating a solution to such a problem. Briefly, the idea is that we write 
W = lVI + lV2 + ... , 
P = PI + P2 + ... , 
q = ql + q2 + "', 
where H/j , Pj , qj are homogeneous polynomials of degree j. Note that 
(34) 
where the latter norm is the operator norm (i.e., Hoo norm). From the classical 
commutant lifting theorem we can find an optimal (linear, causal, time-invariant) 
ql,opt E Hoo such that 
(35) 
Now the iterative procedure gives a way of giving higher-order corrections to this 
linearization. Let us illustrate this now with the second-order correction. Indeed, 
having fixed now the linear part ql,opt of q in (33), we note that 
lif/(v) 	- P(q(v)) - (WI - P1ql,opt)(V) 
= W2(v) - P2(ql,opt(V)) - P1q2(V) + higher-order terms. 
Regarding l1V2, P2, q2 as linear operators on H2 0 H2 ~ H2(D2, C) as above, we see 
that 
where the "weight" W2 is given as in (30). The point of the iterative causal commutant 
lifting procedure is now to pick an optimal admissible q2,opt, and so on. 
In short, instead of simply designing a linear compensator for a linearization of the 
given nonlinear system, this methodology allows us to explicitly take into account the 
higher-order terms of the nonlinear plant, and therefore increase the ball of operation 
for the nonlinear controller. 
12. Rationality. A nice feature of the iterated procedure described above is 
that if we start out with rational data, then we derive compensating parameters at 
each step that are also rational. Thus the whole procedure is amenable to digitable 
implementation in such cases. Let us briefly review the notion of rationality in this 
context. See [14] for all the details. 
Let 1V : Hl«Dll) -+ H~ be time-invariant and admit the row vector representa­
tion 
lV<1>* ~ [Wo, .. .,o(z),~Vo, ... ,I(z), ... ,lVil, ....i.lI.(Z), ... ], (il, ... ,in ) E In· 
Then we say that W is rational if there exists a numerical polynomial q(z) -=I- 0 such 
that 
q(z) [lVo, ... ,o(z), Wo, ... ,dz), ... , Wil , ... ,i,,(Z), ... ] 
is a row ( 
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is a row of matrix-valued polynomia.ls of bounded degree. Moreover if IV is causal, 
we say that W is causal rational if 
We ~ [Wo, ... ,o(z), WO, ... ,l (z), . .. , Wi~ ,... ,in (z), . ..] 
is rational in the above sense. 
The following result may be derived exactly as in [15, (see Thm. 8.7)]. 
THEOREM 12.l. Notation as above. Suppose that the linear part of the plant is 
rational. Then the class of causal rational input/output operators is preserved under 
the causal iterated commutant lifting procedure. 
Hence for this important class of systems, we are reduced to rational finite­
dimensional operations in carrying out our optimization procedure. 
13. Example. In this section, we will give an example of our nonlinear design 
procedure. In what follows below, we set HD2 := H2(D2), the space of C-valued 
analytic functions on the bidisc D2 with square integrable boundary values. We should 
note that this example was first worked in [15] without the causality constraint that 
we impose now. 
We let 
W(z) = 1 - z 
2 
and P = PI + P2 where PI is the operator given by multipication by z2 (in the discrete 
Fourier domain), and 
1 1 d(1.
P2 (F) = 	-. F(z(- ,() ­
2m, 1(1=1 ( 
for F E H D2 ~ H2 ® H2. More precisely, as we explained above, we can regard a 
bilinear map P2 on H2 x H2 as a linear map on H2®H2, and then we identify H2®H2 
with HD2. (The identification is given by z ® 1 -+ Zl and 1 ® z -+ Z2') Notice that 
in the discrete-time domain, P2 is just discrete Fourier transform of the "squaring" 
map, i.e., given the square integrable sequence {an}, we have that P2 is the Fourier 
transform of the mapping {an} -+ {a;}. Thus it is clear that P2 is causal. 
We now apply our procedure to the weight YV and the plant P. By slight abuse of 
notation, we let W : H2 -+ H2 denote the operator defined by multiplication by W, 
and let n : H2 -+ H2 e PI H2 =: HI be orthogonal projection. We set Ao := nWIHl . 
Note that HI ~ C 2 , and that via this isomorphism, we have the identification 
1 nAo = [ 	 2 -21 
However, 







from which we get that IIAol1 = (J5 + 1)/2, and that a maximal vector ho (i.e., a 
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where {3 := (J5 - 1)/2. Using then the Sarason formula [24], we can compute that 
the optimal compensating parameter is 
(3 
ql := 2(1 - ,6z)' 
Of course, the above computation was based on standard linear HOO-optimization 
theory. We now want to show how to get the optimal causal second-order compen­
sating parameter. 
For F E H D2, let 
00 
F(Zl,Z2) = L FjkZiz~ . 
j,k=O 
Note that the action of the operator (see (30)) 
~ 4 
-~V2 := {32 P2(Q1 0 qd 
on F is determined by its action on 
Thus to compute the row vector representing - f;V2 , we need only compute 
00 00 




= ~1 (L (37n zm(-m)(L (3'n(n)( L Fjkzj(k- j )d( 
2n 1(1-1 (
- m~O n~O min{j,k}=O 
L (Fj ­J.;({3z)max{j,k})/(1 (32 z ). 
min{j,k} =0 
We identify as above an operator n : H;((Dn) ~ H~ (tnd its Fourier transformed 
version n<I>* : e2 (Hy<) ~ Ht. 
Therefore (under this identification), 
1 [{3 {3 {32 2 {3n n ]2 1 , Z, Z1 Z, ... , 'Z ,...,
1 - {3 Z 
1{32 [1, {3, {3, {32, . . . , (3n, . .. ],
1 - Z 
and 
Set A = TI( -l¥2,c), where TI : H2 ~ H2 e z2 H2 =: H(z2) ~ C 2 denotes orthogonal 
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Using skew Toeplitz theory ([8], [17] , [20]), we compute the norm of A and the cor­
responding optimal vector. Accordingly, we let r(z) := 1 - (32 z . Then for p > 0, and 
for 
2-(3 
>. := (2(3 - 1)p2 ' 
we compute that 
IIAII is given by the largest p such that the latter matrix is singular. Thus we see that 
which is the optimal causal performance. If we drop the causa.lity requirement, then 
we get that 
(Of course, with the additional constraint the norm of the optimal dilation increases.) 
Let 
so that we may regard 
under the identification H(z2) ~ C 2. Then it is easy to compute that 
med 
r(T)(IIAI1 2 I c 2 - AA*)r(T)*yo = O. 
Therefore r(T)*yo is a ma.ximal vector of A *. But from the previous section (see 
(28)), the optimal dilation Bopt ,c of A is 
B ~ A*r(T)*yo 
opt,c - r(T)*yo 
(3 - >.)z + 1 2 2 1 
1 [1,(3,(3,(3 ,(3 , .... 
(1 + 73 - >.)z + 1 
Thus the optimal causal dilation B opt of IT( -l~!2) is 
(3 - >')z + 1 2 2 
onal Bopt ~ 1 (1, (.Jz,(3z,(3 z , ... j.
(l+:a->')z+llted 
The optimal causal interpolant q2 is derived from 
4 2 
- (32 P2(Ql 0 ql) - z Q2 = -Bopt , 
I 
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which gives that 
(A - 3){J2 2 2 
q2 ~ (1 _ (J2 z) ((1 + 1 / (3 _ A) Z + 1) [1, {3Z , {J Z ,(J Z , ... ]. 
Now set q(2) := ql + Q2, the optimal second-order compensating parameter, and 
q(2) := q(2)lV- 1. The resulting controller is given by C(2) = q(2) 0 (I - Po q(2))-1. 
Note that it is not necessary to explicitly compute C(2), since it can be implemented 
in a feedback loop with components P and ij(2) as in [27]. 
14. Concluding remarks. In this paper, we have given an iterative approach 
for the construction of optimal causal compensators for input/output operators de­
scribed by analytic mappings. Our procedure generalizes weighted sensitivity H= 
minimization in a straightforward natural way. Hence, it may be regarded as a 
weighted nonlinear inversion procedure. 
In contrast to our previous work using power series approaches ([3], [4], [14], 
[15]), we can now guarantee causality a priori. IVloreover, the computation of a causal 
compensator can be reduced to classical dilation theory, and in fact the skew Toeplitz 
techniques of [8], [17], and [20] provide an explicit computational methodology. 
The example which we have worked out here, has been given just for the purpose 
of illustrating our procedure. 'vVe plan to work out a more complicated and realistic 
problem, the details of which will be given in an upcoming report. 
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